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About This Game

Wildlife Park 3 – become a zoo tycoon!

Wildlife Park 3 is the latest part of the successful series. As zoo manager, you are responsible for your very own and unique
zoo. Choose from numerous types of enclosures, park buildings and plants to design an environment appropriate to each species.

Manage a team of animal keepers, vets, conservationists and maintenance, while keeping an eye on the zoo’s finances.
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Experience realistically animated animals and take care of their specific needs. If your animals are content, you and your park
visitors can look forward to some offspring soon!

Take home a part of wilderness with Wildlife Park 3!

Features

Exciting campaigns, taking the player around the world in 20 missions

Popular “Free Play” mode on over 20 selectable maps with additional mini quests

Using terraforming tools, you can create landscapes according to your imagination

A detailed tutorial to explain the features of the game in a playful manner

Improved and extended management section

Animal shop for trading animals in the game

Realistic depiction of the 25 different land and water animal species

Individual animals and animal species: coat colorings and patterns, tails, manes, tusks, horns, etc. are created randomly

Encyclopedia with lots of interesting information about the animal and plant species

Extensive possibilities for customization with countless decorative park elements, fence and enclosure types, plants and
extendable visitor facilities
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Title: Wildlife Park 3
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
b-alive gmbh
Publisher:
b-alive gmbh
Release Date: 12 May, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10/8/7

Processor: 3 GHz Intel Pentium® D, AMD Athlon™64 3000+

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 8600 GT, ATI Radeon X1800 or better (min. 256 MB Video- RAM, DirectX®9c, Shadermodel
2.0)

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,German,French,Italian,Czech,Polish,Traditional Chinese
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Game has never worked for me, and after numerous posts with evidence to the developers on their forums, years and years later
the game still doesn't work. So I can't recommend this game until it works properly.. needs some tweaks like being able to move
plants rather than deleting all the time and maybe grouping animals in the menu by diet climate herd size etc but ive enjoyed it
this far and actually bought some dlc
overall really relaxing game and nice model designs. It's more fun than I thought and I started loving this game:) so I recommend
this game to everyone if they want to play Zoo management game:). i luv it, they should put more animals and stuff in it and
maybe some aquatic animals in it too.. No spanish, no party!!. Bought this game looking for substitute for Zoo Tycoon 2 as my
new laptop doesnt have a CD drive and im just going to go straight to the point. DO NOT BOTHER. It's obvious the Devs gave
up on this very quickly and didn't bother making any DLC. Animal choice is quite limited, very very very few mods at all and its
just glitch-fest 2016.

If you really want to play a zoo game i'd recommend the first WP for its easy but replayable game that has plenty of mods OR
the more popular WP2 which in my opinion is the best out of all the WP's but for the love of god don't waste your money on
this game because you'll either end up requesting a refund or wishing you had.
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Personally, I liked the game, but I do have to add that it feels (to me at least) like the creators wanted to make to marketing to be
the centre of the game. (Also often during the missions where you have to get a certain amount of stars, it gets really boring and
partly frustrating to go all over the park to find one house and readjust the prizes again and again.)
But other than that, it was a good game.. Nice game!!!. I really, really wanted to like this game. I loved Wildlife Park 2, but I
think I will stick to number two. Everything was so clunky and drab, I just couldn't get into it. Zoo tycoon games are great, and
I'd love to see more of them! But this one just doesn't hit the mark. It doesn't feel polished or complete, and feels like a slight
downgrade from the last game in a lot of ways.

I did like the value score and aging of different animals, and how you could select better quality animals based on age and
health- a cool addition. I did also like some of the other added features, but I just wish I could have fully enjoyed it.. I tried
playing the game but the UI is really confusing, and even with a somewhat descriptive tutorial, it gives names to buttons with
pictures. While I am a big fan of the Zoo Tycoon series, the UI of this game is a huge bother for me, and I just can't continue
because the buttons are all... well I don't know what the campaign is even asking me to press.. This game brings back the old
days of playing zoo tycoon collection (the only good version if you ask me) and really makes me relax and remember simpler
times while i try to make human enclosures and never let them leave- i mean where i get to make the coolest park around with
the most animals, and i love that about it to me this game is perfect when you just need to get away and build something, i have
a few problems that i hope will be fixed though, a place to view under the tanks for visitors, water creatures that swim around
and dive more while not bumping into walls frustratingly all da- get off the land, whale! i also noticed that there is a overall
animal limit and i tend to cram them in like sardines, these however are all mild annoyances and overall i do love this game.. it is
not for mac! please make it for mac

Wildlife Park Mobile on appstore/itunes released!:
check it out:
https://itunes.apple.com/us/developer/b-alive-gmbh/id990563873.  Creatures of the Caribbean set free!:
http://store.steampowered.com/app/767580/Wildlife_Park_3__Creatures_of_the_Caribbean/

Create magnificent palm beaches with lagoons and bays. Animate these with dolphins, dangerous sharks, giant turtles, colourful
flamingos and many other animal inhabitants of the Caribbean Sea.
Let your park visitors immerse themselves in the world of pirates. Hurl them in the arms of a giant octopus or on Sir Francis
Drake's steering wheel through the skies before entertain at the stalls with dried meat and cocktails.

Caribbean Features:
- 20 Caribbean species, such as dolphins, sharks, flamingos, crocodiles and turtles
- 4 theme park attractions such as The Pirate Swing and the Flying Crow's Nest
- 10 visitor facilities such as the Elixierspender and the dried meat hut
- 14 decorations with different variations like the brain coral and the Pirate Shield
- 4 new aquatic and submerged plants. Go for the "Wildlife Park 3 - Easter Basket"!:
http://store.steampowered.com/bundle/6103/Wildlife_Park_3__Easter_Basket/. Update v1.37:
- Problems with savegame access (rights management) solved
- Runtime performance improved
- Purchased warthog baby no longer become adult immediately
- Steam achievements 'Entrance Fee Record' and 'Successful Restaurant' balancing changed
. Update v1.33 - Accelerate your Wildlife Park!:
Update v1.33 - Accelerate your Wildlife Park!
 - Performance improvements - up to 50% higher framerate
- fontsize problems (Windows Font Scale) are gone
- diverse minor-bugs fixed
. Achievements launched!:
New version 1.23 is live! Therewith we spend challenging ACHIEVEMENTS to all our faithful fans. Furthermore and fixed
some windows 10 (starting) problems - thanks for your abundance of patience!
Go for it!. Wildlife Park 3 + DLC Collection - Complete-the-Set-Bundle out now!:
https://store.steampowered.com/bundle/7169/Wildlife_Park_3__DLCCollection/
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